
ANDROID TABLET WRITING APPS

Writers come in all shapes and sizes. Some write novels, others do technical writing, and people like me write blog
posts. There are also poets.

OmniOutliner is not an app for everyone but it does so much that if you have ever needed something like this,
there's nothing that comes close. A clean, distraction free interface, three panel layout, and customisation for
the colour palette are just some of the features that make it a great app to use for writing. Distraction-free
screenwriting Do what you do best, write. While the Android version is a little behind in terms of features, it is
still a good writing app for the platform. This also includes options for uploading many files from online and
getting them added onto LectureNotes. By default, each notebook has a single page, but you can add by more
pulling the page down. It won't blow your socks off with a ton of features. To understand these options better,
refer to the screenshot. JotterPad JotterPad presents itself as a minimalist app for any kind of writing.
Furthermore, your work is saved in real-time. The basic formatting that you get is exactly the same as Writer
Plus. To be fair, though, we imagine most people are using a Bluetooth keyboard or a Chromebook for this so
a keyboard might not be necessary. There is a subscription to work on multiple projects, add images, and
remove ads. The usual cloud-based stuff is there, such as allowing you to collaborate on documents with
fellow Word users in real time, and if you do want to go a bit more indepth with the formatting, then you can
easily do so by going to the trusty old ribbon. You get only the most basic formatting options such as bold,
italics, blockquotes but not much more. It has a variety of features specifically for plotting, writing, preparing,
and exporting novels or short stories. You also get a few templates like resume, letters, and articles that you
can use. Download JotterPad Free 3 Editorial iOS Editorial is one of the most powerful apps that exists today,
without even narrowing this to writing apps. The clean typing interface allows you to focus on shaping your
thoughts into text. Kingsoft Office's file backup feature lets you save and retrieve your documents from almost
any device using Google Drive, Dropbox or Box. This uses a basic design layout and adds a fine feature for
adding both text-based notes but also pictures. The app allows you to create new files as well as edit existing
Microsoft Word or Google Docs files. Add the bottom of your file, add a hashtag which will the name of your
folder. Try these out too! You can get more features from something like Google Docs or Microsoft Word. We
also like the Material Design UI if that helps. You can also access a thesaurus and a dictionary with this
version. Writers are among them. Download Hanx Writer Free These are our favourite writing apps, what
about you? You also get support for Bluetooth keyboards and shortcuts such as Ctrl. Furthermore, I am sure
that some people like myself have this nasty habit of doodling each and everything and then toss the paper into
the bin. You can sync or share Notebooks via Dropbox, a WebDav server, exchange documents via iTunes file
sharing or email. There is also a progress log in case you want to see your writing consistency. You May Also
Like. This takes us to the fact that the app supports swipe gestures, so you can go ahead and try them on
different screens to see related options. We're not big fans of paying monthly for support to Google Drive's
free storage, but you can always skip that if you want to. Cons: Design might look too plain for some, tough to
go from text to images when adding content.


